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In this paper we investigate a subset of the class of Scott-computable
stable functions called Berry-computable. Furthermore we introduce
a corresponding notion of an effectively given dI-domain. We obtain
the result that the category with these domains as objects and Berry-
computable functions as morphisms has all the important attributes
of recursive domains and Scott-computable continuous functions,
e.g., Cartesian closedness. Moreover, we investigate the relationship
between stable functions and sequential algorithms. We show that any
Berry-computable function can be computed in a sequential way by a
relative algorithm. Additionally, if the codomain of the considered
stable function is an atomic dI-domain, we obtain the result that the
reverse holds as well. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Various kinds of domains have been considered to describe
the denotational semantics of programming languages, such
as lattices, cpo's, |-algebraic cpo's, Scott domains, coherent
domains, and dI-domains. Their related morphisms are
continuous and stable functions, respectively [Berry, 1978;
Girard, 1989; Plotkin, 1983; Scott, 1970; Scott, Strachey,
1971; Stoy, 1977].
In the case of |-algebraic cpo's with continuous functions
there is a well known theory of effectiveness and computa-
bility [Smyth, 1977; Weihrauch, 1980, 1987]. Despite the
fact that stable functions have been introduced to formalize
the notion of sequentiality, the only paper dealing with
computable stable functions seems to be [Asperti, 1990].
The general idea of his paper is to use the theory of effec-
tively given domains and computable functions as a link
between ``stability'' and ``sequentiality.'' We need such a
link, because these two notions are predicates over different
objects: the definition of a stable function is purely struc-
tural, whereas sequentiality has to do with algorithms and
programs. But if we consider computable stable functions
over effectively given cpo's, we have a framework which
allows us to compare these notions and to show that
stability is indeed an approximation to sequentiality.
Asperti relates computable stable functions between con-
structive coherent domains to sequential algorithms by show-
ing that such functions can be computed by a sequentially
working oracle machine which uses effective partial oracles.
In the present paper we generalize his results to the larger
and more widespread category of dI-domains. We study
Berry-computable functions between effectively given dI-
domains. As we shall see, Asperti's result is true for a large
class of these domains namely atomic dI-domains. Note
that there is a bijective correspondence between these
domains and the qualitative domains [Girard, 1986], which
are a Cartesian closed full sub-category of the category of
dI-domains and stable functions (cf. [Bucciarelli, 1993]).
To achieve this generalization of Asperti's results, we
define these effectively given dI-domains in the usual way:
There must be a numbering of their compact elements
which satisfies some additional properties (effective versions
of the structural attributes of dl-domains).
For computable functions and cpo's (more exactly, recur-
sive domains [Weihrauch, 1980, 1987]) it is well known that
they are a Cartesian closed category (CCC). Furthermore it
holds that a continuous function is Scott-computable iff its
graph is recursively enumerable (r.e.), which is equivalent to
the fact that they are constructive elements of the function
space.
What we want to have are similar properties for Berry-
computable functions and recursive dl-domains: A stable
function is Berry-computable iff its trace is r.e., and again
this should be equivalent to being constructive.
To obtain the last property, the least we have to do is to
make sure that, starting with two effective dI-domains D
and E , we can construct a numbering of the compact
elements of [D s E]=[ f : D  E; f stable], which shows
that this domain is again effectively given.
Working with the usual coding functions, we must be able
to decide, if a finite set of step functions is bounded (1) and,
for such a bounded set, if its least upper bound is stable (2).
Property (1) is decidable if we define the recursive dI-
domains to be a subcategory of the category of recursive
domains and Scott-computable continuous functions
[Weihrauch, 1980].
A function f : D  E is stable if it is continuous and
f (d @ d $)=f (d ) @ f (d $) for all bounded pairs (d, d $). So, in
order to check (2), we must be able to compute the greatest
lower bounds; i.e., given i and j, we need a way to compute
an index of $i @ $j.
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By definition, for every recursive domain there is a recur-
sive function that allows us to compute an index of the lub
of a given bounded set of compact elements. With the help
of this function, it is enough to be able to determine one
index for every element below a given compact element
$iAxiom I ensures that for every i there are only a finite
number of such elements. Using the property ``$i C=D $j is a
recursive predicate,'' this goal can be achieved with the
following requirement: If D is an effective dI-domain, then
there is a recursive function f such that, given i, for every
compact element d below $i there is an index of d below f (i).
In addition to the usual properties of a recursive domain,
this condition is the only one we add to define a recursive
dI-domain.
If we choose the Berry-computable functions as
morphisms, the category with recursive dI-domains as
objects is Cartesian closed, as we shall see in Section 3 of the
present paper (of course some of the necessary proofs are
straightforward and will be omitted).
Furthermore we investigate whether and how we can
generalize the results presented in [Asperti, 1990], starting
with the fact that every constructive coherent structure
defines a recursive dI-domain.
Asperti investigates the relation between stable functions
and sequential algorithms. In [Asperti, 1990] he has shown
how Berry-computable functions can be computed in a
``sequential way''in the category of Girard's coherent
domains, relative algorithms associated with positive regular
sets compute exactly the Berry-computable functions.
We shall see that this still holds if we extend the investiga-
tion to Berry-computable functions f : D  E, with D and E
recursive dI domains and E atomic. If E is not an atomic dI-
domain, we still have the property that f can be computed
by the relative algorithm associated with a r.e. trace of f.
Unfortunately, in general we are not able to compute an
index of a r.e. trace of f if we have an index of an arbitrary
(positive) regular set that computes f. This is shown in the
fifth section of the present paper.
In the final section we present a structural (domain
theoretical) definition of sequentiality which is due to Buc-
ciarelli and Ehrhard [Bucciarelli, Ehrhard, 1993, 1994]. We
show that an effective version of their definitions leads to a
subclass of the recursive dI-domains and Berry-computable
functions. So the results presented in the first five sections
hold for their sequential functions, as well: they can be com-
puted in a sequential way without dovetailing. Hence this
notion is really an approximation of (the intuitive meaning
of) sequentialityand a better one then stability because one
can show that their sequential functions are at least stable.
2. RECURSIVE DOMAINS
Let (D, C=D) be a partial order. A subset XD is com-
patible (or bounded), written X A , if there is a d # D such that
x C=D d for all x # X. When [x, y] is compatible, we write
x A y. A subset XD is directed, if it is non empty and every
pair of elements of X has an upper bound in X. A complete
partial order (cpo) D =(D, C=D , =D) is a partial order
(D, C=D) which has a least element =D and all least upper
bounds of directed subsets of D. By  X we denote the lub
of a set X (if it exists); if X=[x, y] we write x ? y. Dually
the greatest lower bound of two elements is written as x @ y.
A cpo D is consistently complete, if every compatible subset
of D has a lub. A compact or finite element of D is an
element d # D such that for any directed subset XD,
given that d C=D  X, there is an x # X such that d C=D x.
Let b(D)=[d # D; d compact]. A cpo D is algebraic if
d a :=[d0 # b(D); d0 C=D d] is directed for all d # D and
d= d a (i.e., b(D) is basis of D). If D is algebraic and b(D)
is countable, D is called |-algebraic. A cpo is a Scott domain
if it is |-algebraic and consistently complete.
Let D and E be cpo's. A function f : D  E is continuous if
 f (X ) exists for any directed subset XD and is equal to
f ( X ).
If D , E are |-algebraic, Gr( f ) :=[(d, e) # b(D)_b(E );
e C=E f (d )] is the graph of a continuous function f. As is well
known, one has f (d )= [e; _d $ C=D d: (d $, e) # Gr( f )].
If D and E are cpo's (Scott domains), so is [D  E]=
([D  E], C=, =), where [D  E] denotes the set of
continuous functions from D to E, C= is the pointwise
(Scott-)order, and ==*d } =E . If D and E are Scott
domains, the compact elements of [D  E] are the lubs of
finite, bounded sets of step functions. A step function
[d  e], d # b(D), e # b(E ), is defined as
[d  e](x)={e=E
if d C=D x;
otherwise.
The approach to the theory of effectively given domains that
we are working with is due to Weihrauch [Weihrauch,
1980, 1987].
Let ( } , } ): |2  | be a pairing function, i.e., a recursive
bijection, and let ?1 and ?2 , with ?i ((x1 , x2) )=xi , be the
corresponding projection functions. Then a Scott domain D
with basis b(D) is effective if it has a coding function
$: |  b(D), onto, of the compact elements such that
[(i, j); $i C=D $j] is recursively enumerable (r.e.). Note that
this definition is independent of the chosen pairing function.
An element d of an effective Scott domain D is constructive or
recursive enumerable if [i; $i C=D d] is r.e. By Dr.e. we denote
the set of all constructive elements of an effective Scott
domain D . Let W be a canonical indexing of the r.e. sets
[Rogers, 1967]. Then a numbering ' of Dr.e. is called admissi-
ble if (Z1) and (Z2) hold [Weihrauch, 1980; Scha fer, 1983]:
(Z1) [(i, j); $i C=D 'j] is recursively enumerable.
(Z2) There is a recursive function f such that 'f (i)=
 $Wi for all i with $Wi is directed.
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If D and D $ are effective Scott domains, a continuous
function f : D  D$ is (Scott-)computable if [(i, j);
$$j C=D$ f ($i)] is r.e. If ': |  Dr.e. is admissible, then
f is computable  [(i, j); $$i C=D$ f ('j )] is r.e.
If we choose the computable functions as morphisms, the
notion of an effective cpo is too weak to obtain a Cartesian
closed category. We need much stronger conditions to make
the construction of the function space effective. Dealing with
Scott domains, we have to choose the domains as defined
below as objects to get a category which is Cartesian closed
[Weihrauch, 1980]. By D we denote the standard number-
ing of Pf |=[X|; |X|<+0], i.e., D=:&1 if :(X )=
x # X 2x. We write Dk instead of D(k).
Definition 2.1. A quadruple D =(D, C=D , =D , $) is a
recursive domain if the following conditions hold:
1. (D, C=D , =D) is a Scott domain,
2. $: |  b(D), onto, is a coding function of the com-
pact elements,
3. [(i, j); $i C=D $j] is recursive,
4. [k; $Dk A ] is recursive, and
5. there is a recursive function q: |  | such that
$Dk=[$n; n # Dk] compatible O $q(k)=' $Dk .
Following [Weihrauch, 1980], we now show how a
numbering ; of [ f : D  E; f is lub of a finite bounded
set of step functions]=b([D  E]) can be constructed if
D =(D, C=D , =D , $) and E =(E, C= E , =E , =) are recursive
domains. M :=[k; [[$i  =j]; (i, j) # Dk] A ] is a recur-
sive set, because [[$i  =j]; (i, j) # Dk] A iff \ik:
DiDk O [$(?1(Di)) A O =(?2(Di)) A ]. Now let
;k :={ [[$i  =j];(i, j) # Dk]=
if k # M;
otherwise.
Theorem 2.2. (Weihrauch). Let D =(D, C=D , =D , $)
and E =(E, C=E , =E , =) be recursive domains. Then
[D  E]=([D  E], C=, =, ;) is a recursive domain.
3. RECURSIVE dI-DOMAINS
A dI-domain is a Scott domain D which satisfies
Axiom d. \a, b, c # D: b A c O a @ (b ? c)=(a @ b) ?
(a @ c), and
Axiom I. \d # b(D): |d a |<+0 .
An important property of dI-domains is that they are
prime algebraic. An element p of a cpo D is a complete prime,
if it holds that whenever X A and p C=  X for some subset
XD, there is an x # X such that p C= x. We write b*(D) for
the set of all complete primes of a cpo D an d a * for the set
of complete primes below d. A cpo D is prime algebraic, if
d= d a * for all d # D. If D , E are dI-domains, a con-
tinuous function f : D  E is stable, if
\d, d $ # D: d A d $ O f (d @ d $)=f (d ) @ f (d $).
The trace of a stable function f : D  E is defined as
Tr( f ) :=[(d, e) # b(D)_b*(E); e C=E f (d ) 7 \d $ C=D d:
e C=E f (d $) O d=d $].
We obtain f (d ) =  [e; _d $ C=D d : (d $, e) # Tr( f )]for
stable functions traces have the same importance as graphs
have for continuous functions. Note that if D and E
are dI-domains, so is [D s E]=([D s E], C=s , =), with
[D s E]=[ f : D  E; f stable], C=s is the stable (Berry )-
order, i.e.,
f C=s g  \d, d $ # D: d C=D d $ O f (d )=f (d $) @ g(d ),
and ==*d } =E . Note that f C=s g iff Tr( f )Tr(g).
A recursive dI-domain is a dI-domain which is a recursive
domain together with one additional condition that is an
effective version of Axiom I.
Definition 3.1. A quadruple D =(D, C=D , =D , $) is a
recursive dI-domain, if the following conditions hold:
1. (D, C=D , =D) is a dI-domain,
2. $: |  b(D), onto, is a coding function of the com-
pact elements,
3. [(i, j); $i C=D $j] is recursive,
4. [k; $Dk A ] is recursive,
5. there is a recursive function q: |  | such that
$Dk compatible O $q(k)=' $Dk ,
and
6. there is a recursive function f : |  | such that
\i, j # |: $i C=D $j O [_i0 # |: $i0=$i 7 i0 f ( j )].
Examples for recursive dI-domains are all finite dI-
domains and all constructive coherent structures [Asperti,
1990]. A constructive coherent structure is a triple
( |X |, A , e |X | ) such that
1. ( |X |, A ) is a coherent structure ( |X | is a set and A
(called coherence) is a binary, reflexive, and commutative
relation on |X | ).
9COMPUTABILITY ON dI-DOMAINS
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2. e |X | : |  |X | is surjective.
3. [(i, j); e |X |(i)=e |X |( j )] is recursive.
4. [(i, j); e |X |(i) A e |X |( j )] is recursive.
Lemma 3.2. Let ( |X |, A , e |X | ) be a constructive coherent
structure and X be the associated coherent space. Then
(X, , <, &) is a recursive dI-domain, where
&(k)={e |X |(Dk)<
e |X |(Dk) # X;
otherwise.
Proof. X is the collection of all subsets of |X | whose
elements are pairwise coherent. Because |X | is countable,
(X, <) is a dI-domain. Its compact elements are the finite
sets, so & is onto.
As shown in [Asperti, 1990], the following predicates are
recursive:
(a) e |X |(Dk) # X,
(b) e |X |(Dk)e |X |(Dk$), and
(c) e |X |(Dk) A e |X |(Dk$).
Hence &k=< is decidable. Together with (b) this shows
that &k&k$ is decidable.
There is a recursive function h such that h(k)=
k$  Dk$=[i # Dk ; &i{<]. Let g be such that Dg(k)=
[n; _m # Dk : n # Dm]. Now we have &Dk bounded
 e |X |(Dg(h(k))) # Xor use (c) to prove (4). If we choose
q :=g b h, condition (5) of Definition 3.1. holds. To satisfy
(6) we can choose f to be the identity i| we have &0=<
and if &i{< we obtain &i&j iff e |X |(Di)e |X |(Dj ). So there
is an i0 # | such that Di0Dj and e |X |(Di)=e |X |(Di 0). Now
Di0Dj implies i0 j. K
If D is a recursive dI-domain, the following sets are
recursive:
v [(i, j); $i=$j],
v [(i, j, k); $i=$j @ $k] and
v [k; $k # b*(D)].
The last assertion can be proven as follows: If we start
with k, any element below $k is a compact element and
(using (3) and (6)) we can determine at least one of its
indices. With this it is possible to check if $k has a unique
element immediately below it. This is the case iff $k is a
complete prime [Zhang, 1991, Lemma 6.1]. We say that x
is immediately below y, if x C=D y, x{y, and for every z
such that x C=D z C=D y either x=z or y=z.
So we can construct a numbering of b*(D) for any recur-
sive dI-domain D . If |D|>1 there is at least one com-
plete prime in D . For example we can determine
p :=min[n; $n # b*(D)]. Let z :=$p be fixed, define
$*(n)={$nz
if $n is a complete prime;
otherwise.
This numbering satisfies (3), (4), and (6) of the previous
definition. Reversely the following holds.
Lemma 3.3. Let (D, C=D , =D , $*) be such that
(a) (D, C=D , =D) is a dI-domain,
(b) $*: |  b*(D), onto,
(c) [(i, j); $*i C=D $*j] is recursive,
(d) [k; $*Dk A ] is recursive, and
(e) there is a recursive function f*: |  | such that
\i, j # |: $*i C=D $*j O [_i0 # |: $*i0=$*i 7 i0 f*( j )],
then there is a numbering $ such that D =(D C=D , =D , $) is
a recursive dI-domain.
Proof. Let
$k={ $*Dk=
if $*Dk is bounded;
otherwise.
Because dI-domains are prime algebraic and satisfy Axiom I,
$ is a numbering of b(D). Obviously [k; $k==D] is recur-
sive. And, if $i{=D and $j{=D , the following holds:
$i C= $j  \n # Di _m # Dj : $*n C=D $*m.
Define h to suffice Dh(k)=[n # Dk ; $n{=D] and choose
g such that Dg(k)= [Dj ; j # Dk]. We obtain $Dk A iff
$*Dg(h(k)) A and can define the needed q to be g b h. Finally,
let M(0)=0, M( j+1)=max[ f*(m); m # Dj+1] and f ( j)=
M( j )k=0 2
k. K
The proof of the next theorem is analogous to the corre-
sponding result in the category of recursive domains
[Weihrauch, 1980].
Theorem 3.4. Let D and E be recursive dI-domains.
Then D_E=(D_E, C=, (=D , =E), #) (with D_E=[(d, e);
d # D, e # E], (d, e) C= (d $, e$)  d C=D d $ 7 e C=E e$ and
#=($ b ?1 , = b ?2)) is a recursive dI-domain.
We now construct a numbering # of b([D s E]) such
that [D s E] is recursive. Let D =(D, C=D , =D , $) be a
recursive dI-domain. With qD and fD we denote the corre-
sponding functions which satisfy conditions (5) and (6) of
Definition 3.1. Let minD be a recursive function such that
minD(i, j )=k  $i @ $j=$k7 \k$<k: $k{$k$.
If [[$i  =j]; (i, j) # Dk] is bounded (with respect to the
Scott order) and k{0 we have ;k= [[$i  =j];
(i, j) # Dk]. To check if ;k is stable, we have to test for all
i, j # [n; _m: (n, m) # Dk] with $i A $j, if (;k)($i) @ (;k)($j )
=(;k)($i @ $j). Because ;k is continuous, C=E holds. So we
only have to check whether
10 ANDREAS GRUCHALSKI
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' [=k0 ; k0 # Dk$] @ ' [=k0 ; k0 # Dk"] C=E
' [=k0 ; k0 # Dk ]
holds, whereby
Dk$=[m; _n: (n, m) # Dk 7 $n C=D $i]
Dk"=[m; _n: (n, m) # Dk 7 $n C=D $j], and
Dk =[m; _n: (n, m) # Dk 7 $n C=D $ minD(i, j )].
This is the case iff = minE (qE (k$), qE (k")) C=E =qE (k ). For
each k only finitely many tests are necessary, therefore
M$ :=[k; ;k{= 7 ;k stable] is recursive. Now we can
define the needed numbering of the basis of [D s E] as
#k :={ [[$i  =j]; (i, j) # Dk]=
if k # M$;
otherwise.
To be able to prove the following theorem, we need a func-
tion tr such that
tr(k) =l
 Dl=[(n, m); ($n, =m) # Tr(#k)
7 \n$<n: $n{$n$ 7 \m$<m: =m{=m$].
We skip to prove that tr is recursive.
Theorem 3.5. Let D =(D, C=D , =D , $) and E =
(E, C=E , =E , =) be recursive dI-domains. Then [D s E]=
([D s E], C=s , =, #) is a recursive dI-domain.
Proof.
(3) #i C=s #j  Tr(#i)Tr(#j )  Dtr(i)Dtr( j ) .
(4) #Dk is bounded iff [($n, =m); (n, m) # n # Dk Dtr (n)]
is the trace of a stable functionthis is a recursive predicate:
Let [(di , ei ); i # I] = [($n, =m); (n, m) # n # Dk Dtr(n)]
for some finite index set I. What we have to test (cf. [Zhang,
1991, Theorem 6.3]) is
(a) \JI: [di ; i # J] A O [ei ; i # J] A ,
(b) [di A dj 7 ei=ej] O di=dj , and
(c) \e # b*(E )[e C=E ei O _ j: ej=e 7 dj C=D di].
(5) Let q be a recursive function such that
q(k)=k$  Dk$=n # Dk Dtr(n) .
(6) Choose f=tr. K
In the domain of the stable functions we have
b*([D s E])=[[d  e]; d # b(D) 7e # b*(E)]. Note that
the trace of a stable function is the collection of the complete
primes dominated by this function. So if we define the Berry-
computable functions in the following way, we immediately
obtain that they are exactly the constructive elements of
[D s E].
Definition 3.6. Let D and E be recursive dI-domains.
A function f # [D s E] is Berry-computable if there is a r.e.
set W such that
(m, n) # W  ($m, =n) # Tr( f ).
We say that W is a r.e. trace of f.
Lemma 3.7. Let D and E be recursive dI-domains and
choose [D s E] as in Theorem 3.5. Then for any
f # [D s E],
f # [D s E]r.e.  f is Berry-computable.
Proof. For a proof observe that for any recursive
dI-domain D we have d # Dr.e. iff d a * is recursively
enumerable. K
As an example for a Berry-computable function we show
app # [[D s E]_D s E]r.e. . We have
app(#k, $n)=(#k)($n)
=( [[$i  =j]; (i, j) # Dk])($n)
= [=j ; _i: $i C=D $n 7 (i, j) # Dk]
==qE (l ),
where Dl=[ j ; _i: $i C=D $n 7 (i, j) # Dk]. There is a recur-
sive function that computes l with input k and n. So it is
decidable if =m C=E app(#k, $n).
Let f and f $ be the recursive functions of Definition 3.1 (6)
for D and [D s E]. We obtain that ((#k, $n), =m) #
Tr(app) iff =m # b*(E), =m C=E app(#k, $n), and
\j f (n)\i f $(k): $j C=D $n 7 #i C=s #k
7 =m C=E app(#i, $j ) O ($j=$n 7#i=#k).
Hence [((k, n) , m); ((#k, $n), =m) # Tr(app)] is recursive,
so app is Berry-computable. Other examples for such
functions are curry, uncurry, and Tr:[D s E] 
P(b(D)_b*(E)), where Tr( f )=Tr( f ). Note that Berry-
computable functions are closed under composition (cf.
[Gruchalski, 1993]). We skip this remaining detail of the
proof of
Theorem 3.8. The category with recursive dl-domains as
objects and Berry-computable functions as morphisms is
Cartesian closed.
The following example shows that there is a Scott-
computable stable function which is not Berry-computable.
11COMPUTABILITY ON dI-DOMAINS
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Let K=[k0 , k1 , ...] be a r.e. not recursive set. Define
iK : |=  |= to be
iK (x)={x=
if x # K;
otherwise.
and i| to be identity on the flat domain |= . Let
f # [|= s [|= s |=]] be f (=)=iK and f (n)=i| if
n # |. We obtain
Tr( f )=[(=, [k  k]); k # K]
_ [(n, [m  m]); n # |, m # Kc],
so f is obviously not Berry-computable. Now
Gr( f )={\=, ' [[ki  ki]; i # Dm]+ ; m # |=
_ {\n, ' [[i  i]; i # Dm]+ ; n, m # |= ,
which shows that f is Scott-computable.
4. RELATIVE ALGORITHMS AND REGULAR SETS
To give a complete survey of all the important concepts,
we give a short introduction to the terms of relativized
recursion theory we need to characterize the Berry-com-
putable functions in this section. We use the same notation
as in [Asperti, 1990], which is also our reference for a more
comprehensive and motivated introduction. The reader
who is familiar with Asperti's work may skip this part.
Let Pz be the oracle machine with index z. To each oracle
X| with .Xz we denote the function computed by Pz with
oracle X. For a given z and input x # | we can determine the
following diagram in an effective way. It represents all
possible computations for arbitrary oracles:
y
n
} } }
u?
x terminate
Pz(x) w?
x
v? } } }
x
Any branch of the diagram determines two disjoint sets
D$=[w; an affirmative answer to ``w # X?'' is used],
D"=[w; a negative answer to ``w # X?'' is used].
If D$X and D"Xc for a given oracle X then the com-
putation of .Xz (x) is identical to the computation on that
branch of the diagram.
Lemma 4.1. There is a recursive function h such that
Wh(z)=[(x, u, v); in the diagram for
.z with input x there is
a terminating branch such that D$=Du
and D"=Dv].
If there is a z such that M=Wh(z) a set M| is called
relative algorithm. These sets are closely related to regular
sets which are defined in the following way.
Definition 4.2.
1. (x, u, v) is consistent if Du & Dv=<.
2. (x, u$, v$) and (x, u", v") are compatible if
Du$ & Dv"=< and Du" & Dv$=<.
3. A r.e. set Wz is regular if (1) and (2) hold.
(1) (x, u, v) # Wz O (x, u, v) consistent and
(2) [(x, u$, v$) # Wz 7 (x, u", v") # Wz 7 (x, u$, v$)
{(x, u", v")] O (x, u$, v$) and (x, u", v") not com-
patible.
Every relative algorithm is a regular set. On the other
hand, every regular set is equivalent to a relative algorithm
with respect to r defined below.
Lemma 4.3. There is a recursive function _ such that for
all z
(a) W_(z) is regular and
(b) Wz regular O Wz=W_(z) .
Definition 4.4.
WXz :=[x; _u, v: (x, u, v) # W_(z) 7 DuX 7 DvX
c].
Definition 4.5. Let Wz , Wt be regular.
WzrWt :  \X|: W Xz =W Xt .
Let h be as in Lemma 4.1. If A| is regular, then there
exists z # | such that ArWh(z) (Blum's theorem) [Rogers,
12 ANDREAS GRUCHALSKI
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1967; Asperti, 1990]for a proof see also [Gruchalski,
1993].
We want to show that every Berry-computable function
can be computed by a relative algorithm. Given f : D  E
with r.e. trace Wz and d # Dr.e. we want to determine f (d ). So
we have to enumerate
[n; _m: ($m, =n) # Tr( f ), $m C= d]=[n; _m: (m, n)
# Wz , $m C= d].
Because stable functions were introduced as a model for
sequential algorithms, the way we compute this set
should be ``sequential,'' we do not want to enumerate
[m; $m C=D d] and Wz simultaneously.
Definition 4.6. A partial oracle is an oracle determined
by a pair of disjoint sets (A, A$) that accepts questions
``n # A?'' which will be answered as
yes if n is in A
{no if n is in A$divergent otherwise.
If A and A$ are r.e. sets, the partial oracle (A, A$) is effective.
Definition 4.4. can easily be extended to partial oracles.
Definition 4.7.
W (A, A$)z :=[x; _u, v: (x, u, v) # W_(z) 7 DuA7 DvA$].
5. BERRY-COMPUTABILITY AND RELATIVE
ALGORITHM
In this section we show that every Berry-computable
function f may be computed by an oracle machine question-
ing effective partial oracles. The correctness of the presented
way of computation depends on the fact that whenever
(d, e), (d $, e) # Tr( f ) for some stable function f such that
d A d $, these pairs must be equal; i.e.,
Tr( f )=[(d, e) # b(D)_b*(E); e C=E f (d)
7 \d $ C=D d: e C=E f (d $) O d C=D d $]
=[(d, e) # b(D)_b*(E); e C=E f (d)
7 \d $ A d: e C=E f (d $) O d C=D d $].
Let ' be an admissible numbering of Dr.e. . Given a r.e. trace
Wz of f, 'k and (n, m) # Wz , we want to know, if
=m C=E f ('k). If $n C=D 'k this holds and because
$n C=D 'k  _i0 # [i; $i C=D 'k]: $n C=D $i0 ,
this predicate is semi-decidable: There is a recursive func-
tion p such that
Wp(k)=[m; $m C=D 'k].
On the other hand, there is a recursive function q such that
Wq(k)=[m; $m |3 'k],
because
$j |3 'k  not $j A 'k  _i0 # [i; $i C= 'k]: $j |3 $i0 .
Using the facts stated above the algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 5 of [Asperti, 1990] is correct, if D and E are recursive
dI-domains and f : D  E is a Berry-computable function
[Gruchalski, 1993]. Even the proof of Theorem 5.2
(Theorem 5.4 in [Asperti, 1990])with a few changes in
notation and argumentationstill holds in the generalized
case.
Definition 5.1. Let Wz=[(m1 , n1) , (m2 , n2) , ...] be
a r.e. trace and< z be the order of generation of its elements:
(m, n) <z (m$, n$):  +i[(m, n)=(mi , ni)]
<+j[(m$, n$) =(mj , nj )].
The regular set associated with Wz is
Wr(z) :=[(n, u, v); _m: (m, n) # Wz , Du=[m],
\(m$, n) # Wz : [(m$, n)<z (m, n)  m$ # Dv]].
Note that \z _t: Wr(z)=Wh(t) , so Wr(z) is a relative
algorithm for any r.e. trace Wz .
Theorem 5.2. Let D and E be recursive dI-domains and
f # [D s E] be Berry-computable with r.e. trace Wz and
associated regular set Wr(z) . If ' is an admissible numbering
of Dr.e. and p, q are as defined above, the following holds for
any k,
f ('k)=' [=n; n # W (Wp(k), Wq(k))r(z) ].
Proof. The main steps are as in [Asperti, 1990]:
' [=n: n # W (Wp(k), Wq(k))r(z) ]
=' [=n; _u, v: (n, u, v) # W_(r(z)) , Du
Wp(k) , DvWq(k)]
=' [=n; _u, v: (n, u, v) # Wr(z) , Du
Wp(k) , DvWq(k)]
13COMPUTABILITY ON dI-DOMAINS
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=' [=n; _u, v _m: (m, n) # Wz , Du=[m],
\(m$, n) # Wz[(m$, n)<z (m, n)
 m$ # Dv], DuWp(k) , DvWq(k)]
=' [=n; _v _m: (m, n) # Wz , \(m$, n)
# Wz[(m$, n) <z (m, n)  m$ # Dv],
m # Wp(k) , DvWq(k)]
=* ' [=n; _m: (m, n) # Wz , m # Wp(k)]
=' [=n; _m: (m, n) # Wz , $m C= 'k]
=' [=n; _m: $m C= 'k, ($m, =n) # Tr( f )]
=f ('k).
(V): m # Wp(k) iff $m C= 'k. If we have (m$, n) # Wz such
that (m$, n) { (m, n) we obtain $m |3 $m$ because
($m$, =n) # Tr( f ) and ($m, =n) # Tr( f ). So $m$ A 'k does not
hold; i.e., m$ # Wq(k) . This shows that m # Wp(k) implies
DvWq(k) . K
The converse of this theorem is not true. Not every
relative algorithm computes a Berry-computable function.
In the last part of this section we investigate what conditions
a regular set Wz must have to ensure that
(V) f ('k) :=' [=n; n # W (Wp (k), Wq(k))z ]
defines a Berry-computable function. We want to be able to
determine an index of a r.e. trace of f out of the index z
and, as we shall see, this is not possible for any recursive
dI-domain E or regular set Wz .
Note that if (V) defines a function f, it is only defined on
inputs x with x # Dr.e. and (Dr.e. , C=D , =D) is not a dI-
domain (it is not directed complete, only sups of r.e. directed
sets exist). But because b(D)Dr.e. we can determine the
trace of f and Tr( f ) defines a unique function f $: D  E such
that f (x)=f $(x) for any x # Dr.e. . We identify a function f
defined by (V) with f $ # [D s E]. This function f $ is stable
if the following conditions hold for f :
v \z: ['k; k # Wz] directed O [ f ('k); k # Wz] directed,
v \z: ['k; k # Wz] directed O f ( ['k; k # Wz]) =
 [ f ('k); k # Wz]
v 'k A 'k$ O f ('k @ 'k$)=f ('k) @ f ('k$).
As Asperti has shown, only positive regular sets compute
stable functionsin (V) the partial oracle (Wp(k) , Wq(k)) is
used as an effective approximation of the oracle Wp(k)=
(Wp(k) , W cp(k)) and Wq(k) is only used as an effectively given
subset of W cp(k) .
Lemma 5.3. Let Wz be a regular set such that (V) defines
a function f : Dr.e.  Er.e. . It is stable iff
\k # |: W Wp(k)z =W
(Wp(k), Wq(k))
z .
Proof. If 'k C=D 'k$, we obtain Wp(k)Wp(k$) and
Wq(k)Wq(k$) , so f is monotonic and the first property
holds.
Let M be a r.e. such that ['k; k # M] is directed. Note
that
' [(Wp(k) , Wq(k)); k # M]
=\' [Wp(k) ; k # M], ' [Wq(k) ; k # M]+
and
'k$=' 'M O Wp(k$)= .
k # M
Wp(k) 7 Wq(k$)= .
k # M
Wq(k) .
With this, we can show that f is continuous:
f \' ['k; k # M]+
=' [=n; n # W  [(Wp(k) , Wq(k)); k # M]z ]
=' [=n; n # W ( [Wp(k) ; k # M],  [Wq(k) ; k # M])z ]
=' [=n; _u, v: (n, u, v) # Wz , Du
' [Wp(k) ; k # M], Dv' [Wq(k) ; k # M]]
=' [=n; _u, v: (n, u, v) # Wz , _k1 # M: Du
Wp(k1) , _k2 # M: DvWq(k2)]
=' [=n; _u, v: (n, u, v) # Wz , _k # M: Du
Wp(k) , DvWq(k)]
= '
k # M
' [=n; _u, v: (n, u, v) # Wz , Du
Wp(k) , DvWq(k)]
=' [ f ('k); k # M].
Let k, k$ and k0 satisfy 'k A 'k$ and 'k0='k @ 'k$. So we
have
(1) Wp(k0)=Wp(k) & Wp(k$) ,
14 ANDREAS GRUCHALSKI
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which leads to
W cp(k0)=(Wp(k) & Wp(k$))
c=Wcp(k) _ W
c
p(k$)$Wq(k) & Wq(k$) .
Because W Wp(k0)z =W
(Wp(k0), Wq(k0))
z
(2) \(n, u, v) # Wz : DuWp(k) & Wp(k$) 7 Dv
Wq(k) & Wq(k$) O DvWq(k0)
holds. As f is continuous, we only have to show that
f ('k0) c= f ('k) @ f ('k$):
f ('k0)=' [=n; n # W (Wp(k0), Wq(k0))z ]
=' [=n; _u, v: (n, u, v) # Wz , DuWp(k0) , Dv
Wq(k0)]
= 1 ' [=n; _u, v: (n, u, v) # Wz , DuWp(k)
& Wp(k$) , DvWq(k0)]
c=
2 '[=n; _u, v: (n, u, v) # Wz , DuWp(k)
& Wp(k$) , DvWq(k) & Wq(k$)]
c=
3 ' [=n; _u, v: (n, u, v) # Wz , DuWp(k) , Dv
Wq(k)] @ ' [=n; _u, v: (n, u, v) # Wz , Du
Wp(k$) , DvWq(k$)]
=f ('k) @ f ('k$).
(3) Choose n such that (n, u, v) # Wz , DuWp(k) ,
DvWq(k) and (n, u$, v$) # Wz , Du$Wp(k$) , Dv$Wq(k$) .
For any m # DuWp(k) we have $m C=D 'k A 'k$ which
shows m  Wq(k$) and Du & Dv$=<. In the same way we
obtain Du$ & Dv=<. So (n, u, v) and (n, u$, v$) are
compatible and, as Wz is regular, (n, u, v) =(n, u$, v$)
must hold. With this (n, u, v) # Wz must satisfy Du
Wp(k) & Wp(k$) and DvWq(k) & Wq(k$) . K
The question arises if it is possible to determine an index
of a r.e. trace of f out of the index z? The answer is no. For
example let D and E be the recursive dI-domains
$(1) =(2)
=(1)
$(0) =(0)
Let ' be an admissible numbering of the first domain and
k0 , k1 such that 'k0=$0 and 'k1=$1. If f is defined as
f ('k0)==0 and f ('k1)==2, it is computed by the regular set
M with
M=[(0, [k0], <) , (2, [k1], <) , (0, [k0], <) ,
(2, [k1], <) , ...].
M satisfies MWp(k) = M (Wp(k) , Wq(k)) and f ('k) =
 [=n; n # MWp(k), Wq(k))]. But we are not able to decide that
($1, =1) # Tr( f ) if the only information we have about f is an
enumeration of M. (Of course f has a r.e., traceit exists,
but we cannot determine its index out of an index of M.
The question, if a stable function defined by (V) is Berry-
computable is not answered in this paper and remains as an
open question.)
The problem is that in E the complete prime =2 dominates
another complete prime =1. This leads to the demand that E
must be an atomic dI-domain; only the atoms are complete
primes, i.e., the unique element immediately below a com-
plete prime of E must be =E .
Remark. Atomic dI-domains are closely related to
qualitative domains [Girard, 1986]. Every qualitative
domain is an atomic dI-domain and to every atomic recur-
sive dI-domain there is a constructively equivalent recursive
qualitative domain (a qualitative domain that is a recursive
dI-domain). Two recursive (dI-)domains D and D $ are
called constructively equivalent iff they have identical
characteristic sets [Weihrauch, 1987], i.e., \D=\D$ , where
\D :=[(i, j ); $i C= $j].
In addition to working with atomic dI-domains we
change our definition (V) to
f ('k)=' [=*n; n # W (Wp(k) , Wq(k))z ],
with =* being defined as
=*n={=n=E
if =n # b*(E );
otherwise.
With this we obtain a complete characterization of the
Berry-computable functions.
Lemma 5.4. Let D , E be recursive dI-domains, E atomic,
' be an admissible numbering of Dr.e. and =* as defined above.
Then f : D  E is Berry-computable iff there is a regular set
Wz such that
1. \k # |: f ('k)= [=*(n); n # W Wp(k)z ] and
2. \k # |: W p(k)z =W
(Wp(k) , Wq(k))
z .
Proof. We only have to sow how an enumeration of a
r.e. trace of f can be constructed out of the enumeration of Wz .
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Because E is atomic, for all e # b*(E ) such that
_d: (d, e) # Tr( f ) we have
_n: =*n=e 7 _u, v: (n, u, v) # Wz .
As we shall see, every triple (n, u, v) such that =n # b*(E )
(i.e., =*n{=E) determines at most one element of the trace.
For any (n, u, v) # Wz there is a k # | such that DuWp(k)
and DvWq(k) iff
(a) [$i; i # Du] is bounded and
(b) \m # Dv : $m C=3  [$i; i # Du].
Let 'j :=$qD(u)= [$i; i # Du] then DuWp( j ) and Dv &
Wp( j )=<, which shows DvWq( j ) and finally =*n C= f ('j ).
Conservely DuWp(k) shows that $Du is bounded and if
$m C=D $Du for any m # Dv we would not have DvWq(k) for
any k with DuWp(k) .
The next step is to proof that ($qD(u), =*n) # Tr( f ). If
'k C=D 'j=$qD(u) and =*n C=E f ('k), we have to show
'k='j. Because =*n{=E and E is atomic, =*n C=E f ('k) iff
there is a triple (n, u$, v$) # Wz such that Du$Wp(k) and
Dv$Wq(k) .
Case 1. ((n, u, v)=(n, u$, v$) ). DuWp(k) implies
$n C=D 'k for all n # Du and 'j= $Du C=D 'k which shows
'j='k.
Case 2. ((n, u, v){(n, u$, v$) ). Wz is regular, so
(n, u, v) and (n, u$, v$) are not compatibleDu & Dv$ {<
or Du$ & Dv{<. We only consider Du & Dv${<. Because
'k C= 'j we obtain Wp(k)Wp( j ) and Wq(k)Wq( j ) . Now if
Dv$Wq(k) , Du & Dv${< contradicts Wp( j ) & Wq( j)=<.
So this case is not possible.
We have seen that =*n C= f ('k) 7 'k C= 'j O 'k='j; i.e.,
($m, =n) # Tr( f )  _n$, u, v: (n$, u, v)
# Wz 7 =n$==n 7 =n # b*(E ) 7 $qD(u)=$m.
Because [(i, j); $i=$j] and [(i, j); =i==j] are recursive
sets, this proves that we can enumerate a r.e. trace of f. K
Finally we answer the question of in which case a regular
set Wz defines a function f via (V) . Let D , E be as stated
in Lemma 5.4; then we can prove that there is a recursive
function { such that for all z
'k [ ' [=n; n # W Wp(k){(z) ]
defines a Bery-computable functionand conversely every
Berry-computable function is of that kind. We define { as a
composition of four functions {=i b h b g b _. Here _ is the
function stated in Lemma 4.3, g ensures that W{(z) satisfies
condition (2) of Lemma 5.4, h ensures that for all k the
lub  [=*n; n # W Wp(k)h(z) ] exists, and with i we do not need the
=*-construction any more.
Lemma 5.5. There is a recursive function g: |  | such
that for all regular sets Wz :
1. Wg(z) satisfies condition (2) of Lemma 5.4, and
2. if Wz satisfies condition (2) of Lemma 5.4, Wz=Wg(z) .
Proof. We reject triples (n, u, v) # Wz which do not
satisfy
$Du bounded 7 \n # Dv : $n |3 $qD(u). K
Lemma 5.6. There is a recursive function h: |  | such
that for any regular set that satisfies condition (2) of Lemma
5.4,
k [ ' [=*n; n # W (Wp(k), Wq(k))h(z) ]
defines a function.
Proof. We start with M=<. Let (n, u, v) be the next
element of the enumeration of Wz and M=[(ni , ui , vi);
1im]. We add (n, u, v) to M iff the following condi-
tions hold:
\I[1, ..., m]: _k _.i # I Dui _ DuWp(k)
7 .
i # I
Dvi _ DvW
c
p(k)&O =*n A 'i # I =*i.
This is the case iff for all I[1, ..., m]:
\$ \.i # I Dui _ Du+ A 7 \k # .i # I Dvi _ Dv : $k
C=3 ' $ \.i # I Dui _ Du++O =*n A 'i # I =*i.
A finite number of tests is necessary and every test is recur-
sive, so we can enumerate M. There is a recursive function
h such that M=Wh(z) . K
Obviously there is a recursive function i such that
(n, u, v) # Wi(z)  (n, u, v) # Wz 7 =n # b*(E ).
So if we let { be i b h b g b _, this proves
Theorem 5.7. Let D , E be recursive dI-domains, E
atomic and ' an admissible numbering of Dr.e. . Then there is
recursive function {: |  | such that a function f : D  E is
Berry-computable iff there is a z # | such that
\k # |: f ('k)=' [=n; n # W Wp(k){(z) ].
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6. CONSTRUCTIVE SEQUENTIAL STRUCTURES
Sequentiality is so broad an area that it is difficult to take
every single paper written on stability and sequentiality into
account. In this section we want to relate our work with
some of these papers, i.e., with the notions and results
presented in [Bucciarelli, Ehrhard, 1993], [Bucciarelli,
Ehrhard, 1994].
Their main notion is that of finitary sequential structures,
which is a simple but reasonably faithful abstraction of the
notion of (sequential) concrete data structures, cf. [Curien,
1993]. Bucciarelli and Ehrhard work with a (structural)
definition of sequential functions which is, at least at first
order, a more ``algebraic'' version of Kahn and Plotkin's
definition of a sequential function [Kahn, Plotkin, 1978].
What we are going to show is that an effective version of
Bucciarelli and Ehrhards notions leads to a class of sequen-
tial-computable functions which is in itself a subclass of the
Berry-computable ones. That way the results presented in
the last section hold for these sequential-computable func-
tions, as well. They can be computed without dovetailing,
i.e., from a more algorithmic point of view, they are really
``sequential.''
Sequential structures are pairs (D* , D*) such that D* is
a bounded-complete cpo and D*[ f : D*  O; f linear],
where O denotes the two-point set [=, ] with =<, is a
space of questions. In this context, the definition of a
sequential function does depend on the particular choice of
D*. Given an arbitrary space of questions D*, not all the
morphisms which are sequential functions with respect to a
given structure (D*, D*) are really ``sequential'' (in some
intuitive way). Again this notion is only an approximation
to sequentialitybut a better one than stability, because
one can show that every sequential function is stable.
In the following we give a concise list of the basic notions
we need. They are taken from [Bucciarelli, Ehrhard, 1993].
A function f : D  E is linear if it is stable and satisfies
\d A d $: f (d ? d $)=f (d ) ? f (d $).
A sequential pre-structure is a pair (D* , D*), where D* is a
bounded complete cpo and D* is a set of linear functions
from D* to O such that = # D*, and D* separates D*, i.e.,
\d, d $ # D*(d C= d $  \: # D* } :(d) C= :(d $)).
Elements of D* are determined by their traces which
correspond to sets of complete primes which are pairwise
incompatible.
We write (d, :) for :(d ) and Dd for the set
[: # D*; (d, :)==]. We say that d # D* is finite if the set
|d | :=[: # D*; (d, :) ==] is finite. A sequential pre-struc-
ture is a sequential structure if any element of D* is the least
upper bound of its finite lower bounds. With this, one
obtains that D* is a dI-domain for every sequential struc-
ture (D*, D*) [Bucciarelli, Ehrhard, 1993].
The related morphisms are called sequential algorithms.
Given two sequential structures (D* , D*) and (E*, E*), a
sequential algorithm from (D*, D*) to (E*, E*) is a pair
( f, .) where f : D*  E* is a continuous function and
.=(.d )d # D* is a family of functions .d : Ef (d )  Dd satis-
fying; the following properties:
v .d (=)==.
v Sequentiality:
\d C= d $\; # Ef (d ) : (d $, .d (;)) c= ( f (d $), ;) .
v Permanence:
\d C= d $\; # Ef (d ) : (d $, .d (;))== O .d (;)=.d $(;).
v Continuity: If XD* is directed and ; # Ef (  X ) is such
that = C& . X (;) then there exists an x # X such that
.x(;)=. X (;).
In the sequentiality property, .d (;) is a sequentiality index,
of f for ; at d; i.e., any d $ c& d must answer that question in
order to get ; answered by f (d $). Permanence indicates that
sequentiality indexes are preserved as long as they are not
answered. One can show that f is a stable function if ( f, .)
is a sequential algorithm.
The straightforward way to make the notion of sequential
structures effective is to introduce numberings of the com-
pact elements which satisfy additional properties corre-
sponding to the structural attributes of sequential struc-
tures. Because there are two alternative ways to characterize
the finite elements of D* , we work with two numberings.
Definition 6.1. A tuple (D*, D*, $*, [ ]) is a construc-
tive sequential structure if (D*, D*) is a sequential structure
and $*: |  b*(D*) and [ ]: |  D* are numbering such
that
(1) M :=[k; $*Dk A =] is recursive,
(2.1) [(i, j); [i]=[ j]] is recursive,
(2.2) N :=[k; _d } |d |=[Dk]] is recursive, and
(2.3) there are recursive functions h, h$ satisfying
k # N O [Dk]=|$h(k)|, and \k } |$k|=[Dh$(k)].
Here $: |  b(D) is defined as
$n={ $*Dn=
if n # M;
otherwise.
Here [Dk] is [[i]; i # Dk] and |d |=[: # D*; (d, :) =].
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The compact elements of D* are given by those d # D*
with |d | finite or, alternatively, by the least upper bounds of
finite subsets of b*(D*). The conditions (2 .x) ensure that
these two notions coincide in an effective way.
Lemma 6.2. If (D*, D*, $*, [ ]) is a constructive
sequential structure, then (D* , C=, =, $) is a recursive
dI-domain.
Proof. We have
$i C= $j  $i A $j 7 [Dh$(i)][Dh$( j )].
Given an index i, indices for all compact elements below
$i are given by
[$h(k) ; DkDh$(i) , k # N].
As shown in Lemma 3.3, this is all we have to prove. K
Lemma 6.3. If (D*, D*, $*, [ ]) is a constructive
sequential structure, then every f # D* has a recursive trace.
Proof. Given [i] and $k, we have to test if [i]($k)=
and [i]($k$)== for all $k$ C& $k. We have already shown
that we can determine at least one index for every compact
element below a given $k. Because of
[i]($k)= [i] # [Dh$(k)],
the tests needed are recursive, so ($k, ) # Tr([i]) is
decidable for every pair (i, k). K
The next definition describes the class of morphisms
corresponding to the constructive sequential structures.
Intuitively they are sequential algorithms consisting of a
pair ( f, .) of (Scott-)computable functions, where .
satisfies some additional conditions. To describe these
properties, it is more convenient to work explicitly on the
numbers. That is, we describe . by an associated partial
recursive function .^. Intuitively such a function g^ is deter-
mined by the equation g('k)=&g^(k), where g: D  E is an
arbitrary Scott-computable function, and where ' is an
admissible numbering of Dr.e. and & one of Er.e. . Because a
space of questions D* consists of linear functions from D*
to O, the Sierpinsky space, there is no need to introduce
admissible numbering to describe .^.
We call a function f sequential if there is a sequential
algorithm of the form ( f, .).
Definition 6.4. Let (D*, D*, $*, [ ]) and (E*, E*, =*,
[ ]) be constructive sequential structures. A computable
sequential algorithm is a pair ( f, .^) such that f : D*  E* is
a sequential and (Scott-) computable function and
.^: |2  | is a partial recursive function, satisfying
v (_l } $l c= $k 7 ( f ($l), [i])=) O (k, i) # dom(.^),
and
v for any pair (k, i) # dom(.^) a sequentiality index of f
for [i] at $k is given by [.^(k, i)]. Moreover, this index has
to satisfy [.^(k, i)]($k)=[i]( f ($k)).
A computable sequential algorithm ( f, .^) induces a
sequential algorithm ( f, .) in the following way. Let
.$x(;)={
[.^(k, i)]
=
x=$k, ;=[i], (k, i) # dom( f )
and ($k, [.^(k, i)])==;
otherwise.
In general, given, a computable f, we cannot determine
Ef (x)=[; # E*; ( f (x), ;)==]. But after we have found a
$l c= $k such that ( f ($l ), [i]) =, this computation
should give us enough information to decide, if the obtained
sequentiality index is strict, i.e., if ( f ($k), [i]) ==. This is
the intention of the additional property [.^(k, i)]($k)=
[i]( f ($k)), which is an aspect of sequentiality (as I under-
stand it): Given an e # b*(E*) with (e, ) # Tr([i]), the way
we compute f ($l ) should tell us, what information about $l
is really needed to obtain e C= f ($l ).
Of course, .$x is only defined for x # b(D). But since f is
sequential, it satisfies the continuity and permanence condi-
tion. Hence
.x(;)=' [.$d (;); d # b(D*), d C= x]
yields the desired sequential algorithm ( f, .).
Lemma 6.5. If ( f, .^) is a computable sequential algo-
rithm, then f is a Berry-computable function.
Proof. If ( f, .^) is a computable sequential algorithm,
then f is sequential and therefore stable. We have
(d, e) # Tr( f )  e C= f (d ) 7\d $ C& d } e C=3 f (d $).
Because f is Scott-computable, e C= f (d ) is semidecidable
on indices for e and d. Now let Ie be such that
i0 # Ie  (e, ) # Tr([i]) 7\i<i0 } [i0]{[i],
and let Dl=Ie . We can determine from l from |e| which is
effectively given by part (2.3) of Definition 6.1. This yields
1. (_i0 # Ie } ( f (d $), [i0])==) O e C=3 f (d $), and
2. e C=3 f (d $) O (_i0 # Ie } ( f (d $), [i0])==).
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Obviously (1) holds, and (2) is obtained in the following
way. We have e A f (d $) via f (d) and ( f (d $) ? e) A f (d $). Now
E* separates E* , so ( f (d $) ? e){ f (d $) iff
_i0 # Ie } ( f (d $), [i0]) == 7 ( f (d $) ? e, [i0])=.
Hence e C=3 f (d $) iff _i0 # Ie } ( f (d $), [i0])==. So if d=$k,
d $=$n C= $k and e C= f ($k), we get
e C=3 f ($n)  _i0 # Dl } ( f ($n), [i0]) ==
 _i0 # Dl } ($n, [.^(n, i0)]) ==.
This proves that for every pair (d, e) with e C= f (d ) the test
(d, e) # Tr( f ) is recursive. K
As a consequence we obtain that (our effective version of)
Bucciarelli and Ehrhards sequential functions can be com-
puted in the same way as the Berry-computable ones, i.e., by
a partial oracle machine without dovetailing.
7. CONCLUSION
The results presented in [Asperti, 1990] only dealt with
coherence spaces, a small and very special class of domains.
We have shown, that Asperti's ideas hold for the larger and
more widespread class of dI-domains, as well. Using the
theory of effectively given domains and computable func-
tions as a link between the ``algebraic'' definition of stability
and the algorithmic notion of sequentiality, we have shown
that Berry-computable functions can be computed without
dovetailing (which is an algorithmic aspect of sequentiality).
But stability is only an approximation of sequentiality.
There are stable functions which are not sequential (e.g.,
in the sense of Kahn-Plotkin)an example is the Berry
Kleene-function (see [Curien, 1993 Section 2.4.7]; this
function is Berry-computable). Hence, the class of Berry-
computable functions is still too large. Our results are only
a connection to, not a characterization of sequentiality.
The notion of sequential functions and sequential algo-
rithms presented in [Bucciarelli, Ehrhard, 1993] seems to
be a better and more promising approximation to sequen-
tiality. But we need more restrictions on the space of
questions D* to obtain that the sequential functions, with
respect to (D* , D*), are indeed sequential (from an
algorithmic point of view). The theory of effectively given
domains might be a good framework to specify such addi-
tional conditions for sequential structuresI am convinced
that every (structural) definition of sequentiality has a
``natural'' corresponding notation in terms of computable
functions and effectively given domains.
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